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1. 

Release Notes 
The Janison Insights Release 2023.10.01 includes bug fixes and improvements. 

 

Bug fixes 
 

People 
• Admins found that the "Country" field would always default to 'Australia' when creating and adding new 

users to Insights in the instance a value had not been supplied to the "Country" field upon user creation. A 

fix has been implemented to ensure the "Country" field value will display as 'null' when no value has been 

supplied during at user creation. This issue is resolved. (89797) 

Authoring 
• Tags were deleted from an item that is copied regardless of if Test Blueprints were turned on or not. That is 

now correctly checking and preserving tags if the Test Blueprints option is not on. 

• Users found an issue where interactions from a test were no longer being displayed when making a deep 

copy of a test. This issue is understood to possibly be related to issue (90076) and fixed as a part of the 

ticket. Further fixes were implemented in this ticket to better handle this issue, including preventing 

duplicate 'create user' activities being created when copying a test section and ensuring copy notes are 

included when copying a test or test section, and when copying, the create activity should contain details of 

were copied from. (90134) 

Delivery 
• An issue found when testing NoSQL sessionless delivery where admins encountered the Manage Attempt 

functionality was not working as expected and actions like Award More Time or Resume were disabled. A fix 

was implemented to ensure this issue is no longer occurring. This issue is resolved. 

• When attempting to print a paper test and answer sheet for candidates, users were being displayed a frozen 

progress bar and were unable to successfully complete the print action. A fix was implemented to ensure 

the system gives enough time for the test and answer sheets to load before timing out in the system. This 

issue is resolved. 

• Candidates were blocked from re-entering their sessionless test attempt after already starting their attempt. 

A fix was implemented to ensure candidates are no longer blocked from re-entry after having already started 

their test. This issue is resolved. 



  

 

   
2. 

• Extended text questions with the 'Enable Code Editing' setting enabled were not being correctly displayed or 

showing up blank when being previewed. A fix was implemented to ensure they are now being displayed 

correctly while previewing and in the Testplayer when taking a test. This issue is resolved. (106304) 

• A question associated with several tests was displaying the correct answer response as 'incorrect' in the 

Testplayer while a user was completing their test. A fix was implemented to ensure the correct answer 

response to this question will now display as 'correct'. This issue has been resolved. (103957) 

Reporting 
• Users found when reviewing a response in TestPlayer when accessed from the Guttman report, the report 

would indicate that the answer is correct but when viewing in the TestPlayer it would indicate that the 

answer is incorrect. A fix was implemented to ensure the response and answer is displayed correctly in both 

the report and in the TestPlayer. This issue is resolved. 

• Users found that using the test report link to access the cohort view in Test Player, the response and 

percentage data was not being displayed as expected. A fix was implemented for the Test Player and 

Question Summary report to correctly display test feedback route and allow navigation between items. This 

issue is resolved. 

 

Improvements 
 

Delivery 
• An improvement was made to update the messaging displayed to users when attempting to print a test 

where one or more of the images have failed to download. The user will now be displayed "An error 
occurred" error message with the image files that failed to download to allow the user to efficiently locate 
the affected files. 

 

 
 


